
FROM DR. NEWHOUSE TO YOU

We are very excited to be back to see all our fantastic patients.
I would like to personally say "Thank You" to each of our

patients and our team. It has meant a lot to be able to continue
to serve our community throughout the past several weeks.

We appreciate everyone's support during this time. Our
mission is to continue seeing everyone in the safest manner

possible. 

Our office is now open for all your eye care needs!
We are happy to open our doors for all yearly eye health exams and routine eye care.
We've made some changes, so here's what you can expect on your next visit with us.

** New protocols are in line with recommendations from Gov. Abbott's Open Texas Plan, the CDC, and the Texas Optometry Board. They have
been put in place to ensure the health and safety of our patients and team.

OFFICE VISITS

OPTICAL NEEDS

We are happily providing sanitizer for our patients and ask that each
visitor sanitize their hands upon entry.
To maintain appropriate crowd levels we ask that patients enter singly,
with the exception of a minor's Parent/Guardian or a necessary
caregiver.
Appointment for families will be limited to 3 family members at a time.
Because we care about keeping everyone healthy we will be screening
for COVID related risks. We ask that if anything changes after your
appointment is made you notify us of those changes.
All patients, visitors, and team will be asked to wear a face covering for
the duration of their visit. This allows us to protect one another and we
appreciate everyone's thoughtfulness and cooperation.
Temperatures will be screened prior to preliminary testing during your
visit.

SANITIZING

If you are in need of new eye wear or an adjustment to your current eye
wear please call the office and schedule an Optical appointment.
Our Drive-Thru is still open to allow for low contact pickup of your eye
wear, contact lenses, and products
Our frame selection boards have been thoroughly sanitized, we ask that
you allow us to assist during your frame selection so we can sanitize
frames prior to placing them back on the boards.

All office areas will be sanitized before and after each
patient encounter. This includes but is not limited to; desks,
chairs, counters, door handles, all equipment including
computers and computer accessories, and frames.
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